Index Terms-nearest neighbor decoding, unique decoding, bounded distance decoding, minimum distance decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION ET
C is a systematic linear code with parameters   [1] .
In the following section we will show that unique decoding can be done by inspecting all   , V k t error patterns in the information set of the received message y . Then we will generalize this algorithm to perform Minimum Distance Decoding.
II. THE ALGORITHM
We will use ab to denote concatenation of two vectors, such that a belongs to the information set and b belongs to the check set of a codeword. Let ii. error_vector=e
return y-error_vector
The proof of correctness of the above algorithm is similar to the proof of proposition 1. Thus the time complexity of MDD decoding is
and this result improves some of the previously known bounds on MD decoding found in [1] , [2] , [3] , or [4] .
On the other hand, pairs 
